
10.22.21 Direction to Line Drawers 

C. Turner-AD Tracy- a visualization on a plan that would include the east-west split of an 

assembly in the San Joaquin Area. Split Eastern And Rural Areas Also The West Area. 
With The Exclusion Of Mountain House, Keeping Everything Else Whole. 

C. Yee- interested in one of the black census and redistricting hub assembly districts. 
interested in what they did with vallejo, bouncing around with solano, napa county. a 

senate district, perhaps that went all the way to Richmond as well. 

C. Sadhwani- my request is that the line-drawing team works with the vra team, with 

dr. gall to review submissions that have come in and to compare with our own analysis. 
to help us understand where there might be differences between our own analysis and 

the analyses coming in and why that might be.  If there are differences, it would be 

helpful to learn a little bit more about why we're seeing variation in that regard. 

C. Fernandez- Sacramento 18- I wanted to make sure they're in one district.  it 
probably has to be split.  but i'm curious as to the senate and the congressional 
because they're doing great work to keep us afloat literally. 

C. Turner-THE CENTRAL VALLEY, do we have a visualization that already excludes galt 
but includes lodi? There was information today that talked about excluding in the 

senate district galt and included Tracy, river bank and starts of stanislaus that kept san 

joaquin and portions of stanislaus as opposed to going into the bay area, contra costa. 

C. Vazquez- Antelope Valley- i'd be curious to know what those plans sort of envisioned 

for the surrounding communities around there. what happens to lancaster (significant 
black voting population) when those are split up.  I would love more analysis on that. 

Response from Line drawers- antelope valley, victor valley area, will likely remain 

together or whole for senate and congress but to make an assembly district that joins 

antelope valley and victorville, either or both of those areas would have to be split. 

C. Turner- there was something we kept hearing about as it relates to the black 

communities being kept together around riverside, perris, moreno valley, do we have 

visualizations that either support that already? 
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